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ABSTRACT 

Ion concentration in water is a key criterion for evaluating water quality. In this 

work, we developed a self-powered on-line ion concentration monitor in water 

transportation based on impedance matching effect of triboelectric nanogenerator 

(TENG). A rotary disc-shaped TENG (RD-TENG) and an ion concentration sensor 

were fabricated based on the industrial printed circuit board (PCB) technology. 

Flowing water in the pipeline acts as the energy source to drive the RD-TENG and 

generate an open-circuit (Voc) of 210 V. The ion concentration sensor exhibits a nearly 

pure resistance characteristic under the alternating current (AC) signal with the 

frequency below 500 Hz, corresponding to the rotation speed of 250 rpm for the RD-

TENG. The impedance matching relationship between the RD-TENG and ion 

concentration sensor are experimentally studied and applied to elucidate the sensing 

mechanism. Finally, a self-powered sensing system integrated with an alarm circuit 

was assembled which exhibits excellent responsibility and high sensitivity. The 

change of ion concentration with only 1×10-5 mol/L can light up an alarm LED. 

 

KEYWORDS: triboelectric nanogenerator, self-powered, impedance matching 

effect, ion concentration monitor, on-line  
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1. Introduction 

Water is one of the most indispensable substances not only in daily life but also in 

industrial production. According to various industrial usage, such as preparation of 

purified reagent, manufacture of battery related production and cleaning of electronics, 

different regulations of water quality should be met [1,2]. Excess ions, particles and 

bacteria may lead to severe problem in industrial production. Although numerous 

water purification methods have been applied into practice and extremely pure water 

can be realized [3–6], contamination can still be induced in the transportation of water. 

It is vitally meaningful to monitor the water quality on-line and in real time during the 

transportation. In multitudinous factors for evaluating water quality, ion concentration 

is a symbolic element. Currently, many advanced ion concentration sensors can detect 

ions in water physically [7–9], chemically [10–12] and biologically [13–15]. Despite 

high sensitivity, most of existing sensors suffer from complex sensing process and 

difficulty in real-time monitoring. Another prominent problem in common is power 

consumption. External energy source is usually required to drive the ionic sensor with 

an alarm system. When a large number of sensors implanted along the transportation 

pipeline, it is an enormous engineering effort to provide external electricity. 

Among the external electric powers, battery is the most commonly-used way to 

power the sensors. However, the lifespan of battery limits the long-term usage of the 

sensing systems [16–18]. If the mechanical energy of water flow can be collected and 

utilized to drive sensors and alarms, it will be a perfect solution. Nowadays, the 

emerging triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) has addressed an approach to actuate 

multifarious electronic devices by harvesting mechanical energies from ambient [19–

21]. Several efforts to achieve TENG-triggered self-powered sensing systems have 

been made [22–26]. Among them, the most striking strategy is to develop appropriate 
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TENGs which can drive the existing sensors directly based on the impedance 

matching effect between the TENGs and sensors [27–31]. In a typical process, the 

specific output characteristics of the TENG tuned by the load of the sensor is 

responded to the external stimuli. The output voltage of TENG varies with the 

different working states of the sensor and can then directly reflect on the on/off status 

of the alarm unit such as the light of LEDs.  

In this work, a TENG driven self-powered on-line monitoring system in the 

pipeline transportation of water is presented, introducing a new monitoring strategy. 

A turbo fan driven RD-TENG was proposed to convert the mechanical energy of the 

flowing water in the pipeline to electrical energy. The RD-TENG was fabricated 

based on the standard PCB technology. An ion concentration sensor was designed and 

fabricated also using PCB technology to monitor the ion concentration in water. An 

alarming electric circuit was designed and built, which consists of a fixed resistor, the 

sensor and the TENG in series and connected a commercial LED with the fixed 

resistor in parallel as alarm. The output performance of the TENG was evaluated and 

the sensing performance of the system was investigated in detail. As a potential 

application, the reported self-powered sensing system demonstrated the capability of 

monitoring the ion concentration of pure water under the regulation of semiconductor 

industry. 

2. Results and discussion 
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Figure 1. Structure, working mechanism and load output characteristics of a 

typical rotary disc-shaped triboelectric nanogenerator (RD-TENG). (a) Exploded 

view and (b) photograph of a typical RD-TENG. (c) Illustration of working 

mechanism of the RD-TENG. One section of the disc is selected to display the charge 

distribution during the spinning of the rotator. (d) Open-circuit voltage (Voc) and 

short-circuit current (Isc) of the RD-TENG at different rotation speeds. Relationship 

between output voltage and (e) load resistance or (f) load capacitance at different 

rotation speeds. Three working regions can be defined and marked as Zone I, II and 

III, respectively. 

A typical RD-TENG is usually employed as a high-efficiency energy harvester to 

collect continuous flow or wind energy, as shown in Figure 1a and 1b. With a multi-

layer structure, RD-TENG mainly contains a disk-shaped stator and a countered 

rotator. For the rotator, the radially copper segments were firstly deposited on a print 

circuit board (PCB) as one triboelectrification layer. For the stator, arrayed copper 

segments were properly patterned with two interdigitated structures separated by fine 

trenches. A PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) thin film was coated atop the copper 
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electrodes as the other triboelectrification layer. The detailed structure dimensions and 

fabrication process can be found in the Experimental section. 

The operation of the RD-TENG is based on the coupling effects of 

triboelectrification and electrostatic induction [32–34]. Figure 1c demonstrates the 

charge distribution of the RD-TENG in short-circuit condition for one section in a 

half cycle. The detailed physical description of the electric generation process can be 

found in the Supporting Note 1. Under the continuous rotation, the current and the 

inverse current are produced successively and periodically. Consequently, an 

alternating current (AC) is generated, which has a frequency as 

 � =
��

��
 (1) 

where γ is the rotation speed (rpm) of the disc and δ0 is the center angle (°) of a single 

rotator section. Here, δ0 for the RD-TENG is 1.5°. Figure 1d shows the rotation speed 

dependence of the electrical output performance. Under the rotation speed of 60, 80, 

100, 120 and 160 rpm (controlled by a programmable motor), the open-circuit voltage 

(Voc) of the RD-TENG almost keeps consistently same and the peak-to-peak value is 

~210 V. However, the short-circuit current (Isc) shows a direct proportional 

dependence on the rotation speed. At the rotation speed of 60 rpm, the Isc is 62 µA. 

The value approaches the maximum (~112 µA) at the rotation speed of 120 rpm and 

almost keeps constant even though the rotation speed further increases. 

The output voltage of the RD-TENG under different load resistances and 

capacitances, namely, load output characteristics, has also been thoroughly studied. It 

is clearly seen that three typical working regions can be divided for both figures, 

which can be marked as Zone I, II and III, respectively. As shown in Figure 1e, when 

the load resistance is less than 10 kΩ, the voltage loaded on the external resistor 

approaches zero and a quasi-short circuit condition is considered (Zone I). When the 
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load resistance is larger than 10 MΩ, most open-circuit voltage is loaded on the 

external resistor and a quasi-open circuit condition is considered (Zone III). Within 

the range of 10 kΩ ~10 MΩ, the output voltage increases from minimum to maximum 

value rapidly (Zone II). Similarly, the output voltage dependence on external 

capacitance can also be explained by the limit approximation method, as shown in 

Figure 1f. It drops dramatically when the load capacitance increases from 20 pF to 

100 nF. Therefore, the sensing range typically locates in the Zone II for better 

sensitivity. It can also be observed the output voltage of the RD-TENG with the load 

resistance is partly dependent on the rotation speed, where the higher rotation speed 

leads to a faster increase of output voltage. On the contrary, the output voltage of the 

RD-TENG with the load capacitance is almost independent on the rotation speed. 

This can be explained by the Ohm's law and the impedance matching effect. In theory, 

the RD-TENG can be considered as a serial connection of a time-varying capacitance 

and an ideal voltage source (VOC). There is no resistance term in it. With the 

maximum output voltage, the instantaneous inherent impedance of the RD-TENG can 

be expressed as  

 ��	 =



��∙��
 (2) 

Where f is the frequency of the AC signal (corresponding to rotation speed) and CT 

is the instantaneous capacitance of the RD-TENG when the output voltage has the 

maximum value. When there is only load resistance in the external circuit, the load 

impedance ZR is  

 �� = � (3) 

On the contrary, there is no resistance term in the circuit when only load capacitance 

is connected with the RD-TENG. The load impedance ZC is defined as  

 �� =



��∙��
 (4) 
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Combining equation 2, 3 and 4, we can obtain the maximum output voltage of the 

RD-TENG with load resistance and load capacitance:  

 �� =
��

������
∙ ��� =

�
�

���∙��
��

∙ ��� (5) 
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∙ ��� (6) 

According to these two expressions, it is apparent that the output voltage of the 

RD-TENG with load resistance is dependent on the frequency, or rotation speed. 

Higher frequency results in a higher output voltage. Meanwhile, the output voltage of 

the RD-TENG with load capacitance is independent on the frequency.  

 

Figure 2. Fabrication, working mechanism and characterizations of an ion 

concentration sensor. (a) Scheme of the fabrication process of a typical sensor. (b) 

Working mechanism of the sensor in water. (c) Frequency sweep of resistance and 

impedance for the sensor in the NaCl solution of 2×10-5 mol/L in concentration. Ion 

concentration dependence of (d) the resistance, (e) the capacitance and (f) the 

impedance under 200 Hz AC signal drive. 

To propose the concept of impedance matching effect of TENG driven self-

powered sensing system, a capacitance-type ion concentration sensor was fabricated 

as an example. Figure 2a shows the main steps of the fabrication flow of the ion 
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concentration sensor that based on the mature industrial PCB fabrication technology. 

Figure S1 demonstrates the PCB layout and the photography of the sensor 

respectively. The sensing mechanism of the ion concentration sensor can be explained 

by the impedance variation in the water between electrodes under different ion 

concentrations. Figure 2b illustrates the equivalent circuit of the sensor in water. 

When the sensor is connected with an external source and immersed into the water, an 

electrical double-layer capacitor forms near the surface of the electrodes. Therefore, 

the total impedance (Ztot) between electrodes can be approximately defined as: 

 � ! = �"!# + 2&�'# (7) 

where Rsol is the bulk resistance of the water and XCdl is capacitive reactance 

contributed by the electrical double-layer capacitance near the electrode surface. Here, 

each electrode has two sensing pads connected in parallel for increasing the sensing 

area (Figure S1b). Both of Rsol and XCdl are dependent on the ion concentration in the 

water. When the ion concentration changes in the water, the impedance of the sensor 

will change accordingly. To study the sensing performance, the sensor was immersed 

into the water with different ion concentrations and the impedance of the sensor was 

measured. The detailed experimental setup can be found in the Experimental section. 

After adding two droplets of NaCl solution in the ultra-pure water, correspondingly 

2×10-5 mol/L, a frequency sweep of resistance and impedance was performed from 20 

Hz to 10 MHz, as depicted in Figure 2c. The values of impedance and resistance are 

almost consistent until the frequency reaches 500 Hz, corresponding to the rotation 

speed of 250 rpm for the RD-TENG. Furthermore, the value of the impedance falls 

rapidly while the value of the resistance falls much more slowly, because the 

capacitive reactance contributes very little to the impedance at low frequency (lower 

than 500 Hz). Numerically, the impedance of the sensor is approximately equal to the 
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resistance. When the frequency is higher than 500 Hz but lower than 10 MHz, the 

capacitive reactance cannot be ignored. Therefore, the impedance and the resistance 

vary. When the frequency is higher than 10 MHz, the impedance nearly approaches 

zero because the capacitive reactance dominates the impedance. In the case of this 

RD-TENG, the generated AC power always has a frequency below 500 Hz. In 

consequence, we can ignore the concept of impedance and use only resistance instead 

in the following discussion for simplification even though there are reactance 

components in the circuit. For further verification, the resistance, capacitance and 

impedance of the sensor immersed in the water, were measured under the frequency 

of 200 Hz as the ion concentration increases, as depicted in Figure 2d, 2e, and 2f, 

respectively. It is obviously shown that, with the increase of the ion concentration, the 

impedance of the sensor almost follows the trend of the resistance even though the 

capacitance has the opposite trend. Additionally, the comparisons between the 

impedance and the resistance under 200 Hz AC signal for NaCl, Na2SO4, CaCl2, 

CuCl2 and FeCl3 are also shown in Figure S2. Among these, the curves of the 

resistance and the impedance are always highly consistent. Moreover, the resistance 

of the sensor in ultra-pure water is ~3 MΩ, so that the dynamic sensing range of the 

ion sensor can be roughly considered as ~3 MΩ. Apparently, it can be full overlapped 

by the Zone II of the RD-TENG (~ 10 MΩ). By properly designing of the structure of 

TENG, the dynamic sensing range of the sensor can always be located in the Zone II. 

With tiny change of resistance, the output voltage of the RD-TENG will dramatically 

change, leading to an extremely high sensitivity. 
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Figure 3. Combination of RD-TENG and ion concentration sensor for self-

powered ion concentration monitor system. (a) Schematic illustration of the self-

powered sensing system. (b) Equivalent circuit of the experimental setup. (c) Ion 

concentration dependence of the peak output voltage for different aqueous solutions. 

(d) Real-time output voltage of the RD-TENG when the sensor immersed in the NaCl 

aqueous solutions with different concentrations. 

Based on the above results, we further proposed a TENG driven self-powered on-

line monitoring system in the pipeline transportation of water, as illustrated in Figure 

3a. In this system, a packaged RD-TENG is attached to a turbo fan, driven by flowing 

water in the pipeline. And then the ion concentration sensor, immersed in the water, 

and an alarm component are connected in series with the RD-TENG to form a self-

powered sensing system, which enables to convert mechanical energy of the flowing 

water into electricity to power the ion concentration sensor and alarm. When the ion 

concentration in the water pipeline has a tiny increase, the alarm will respond 

immediately. Figure 3b illustrates the equivalent circuit for the electrical 
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measurements of the self-powered sensing system. A source meter was connected in 

parallel with the sensor to measure the output voltage of the RD-TENG under the 

rotation speed of 100 rpm. Figure 3c illustrates the change of the peak output voltage 

on the ion concentration sensor as the ion concentration increases. Five different 

prepared solutions (NaCl, Na2SO4, CaCl2, CuCl2 and FeCl3, 0.1 mol/L) were added 

into ultra-pure water drop by drop (15 µL per drop), respectively, to obtain different 

ion concentrations. The peak output voltage suggests an inversely proportional 

relation with the ion concentration. Among all of these five curves, the output voltage 

starts from 105 V, which corresponds to the Voc of the RD-TENG. The NaCl curve is 

most linear and falls most slowly while the FeCl3 curve is most nonlinear and falls 

fastest. Na2SO4, CaCl2 and CuCl2 curves are between NaCl curve and FeCl3 curve. In 

addition, these three curves are highly overlapped. It can be explained by the total 

charge concentration (positive charges plus negative charges) of different substances. 

For example, the solutions with 1 µmol/L of NaCl, Na2SO4, CaCl2, CuCl2 and FeCl3, 

the total charge concentration of the free charges is 2, 4, 4, 4 and 6 µmol/L, 

respectively. With same concentration, NaCl causes the worst conductivity (the 

highest resistance) while FeCl3 causes the best conductivity (the lowest resistance). 

Correspondingly, the NaCl curve has the mildest slope while the FeCl3 curve has the 

wildest slope. According to this ion concentration dependence of the output voltage of 

the RD-TENG, a self-powered ion concentration sensor can be realized. Figure 3d 

shows the real-time output voltage on the ion concentration sensor when the sensor 

immersed in the water with different NaCl concentrations. It should be noted that the 

impedance of the ion concentration sensor in aqueous solution is almost independent 

on the frequency under 500 Hz. On the contrary, the inherent impedance of the RD-

TENG is theoretically is related to the rotation speed [35]. Figure S3 shows the ion 
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concentration dependence of the peak output voltage for NaCl aqueous solution with 

different rotation speed. It is observed that the peak output voltage drops faster with 

lower rotation speed, which can be explained by equation 5. Although the rotation 

speed, corresponding to flowing speed of the water in pipeline, has a significant effect 

of the output voltage on the ion concentration, the system can still achieve the sensing 

function.  

 

Figure 4. Demonstration of the self-powered ion concentration monitor system. 

(a) Equivalent circuit for demonstrating the application of monitoring the water 

quality. Alarm LED is (b) OFF for the ultra-pure water, and (c) lighted/ON with one 

droplet of 0.1 mol/L NaCl solution. (d) Real-time voltage response between the alarm 

LED during the experiment. Inset: response time of the sensing alarm system. (e) 

Reliability test of the sensing alarm system for 5 cycles. 

To bring the sensing system into practical application, a proper circuit was 

designed and a real self-powered sensing alarming system was built for 

demonstration, as demonstrated in Figure 4a. Herein, a beaker filled with 150 mL 

ultra-pure water is positioned on a magnetic stirrer. The stirrer is to accelerate the 

mixing of the ion solution. The sensing areas of the sensor is immersed into the water. 

The NaCl solution of 0.1 mol/L had been prepared in advance. A fixed resistor (150 
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kΩ) was connected in series with the sensor to control the output voltage of the RD-

TENG. A commercial LED (threshold voltage: 1.4 V), in parallel connection with the 

fixed resistor, was used to realize the alarm function. To simulate the scenario that the 

turbo fans drive the RD-TENG, a motor was utilized to actuate the rotator of the RD-

TENG and the control the rotation speed. The rotation speed was set to 100 rpm, 

corresponding to an AC power with frequency of 200 Hz. Initially, the LED is in the 

state of OFF, as shown in Figure 4b. Then, one droplet of NaCl solution (15 µL) is 

added into the ultra-pure water and the LED turns on instantly (shown in Figure 4c). 

Supporting Movie S1 shows the process of monitoring the water quality. Figure 4d 

shows the real-time voltage response of the LED during the experiment. We can 

clearly see that the peak voltage output on the LED increases from 0.9 V to 2 V 

rapidly after adding one droplet of NaCl solution. The inserted figure is the enlarged 

view of the circled region. It is illustrated that the response time of the sensing system 

is in the scale of millisecond. As abovementioned, the capacitive reactance 

contributes very little to the variation of the impedance of the sensor at this low 

working frequency. Hence, the change of the capacitive reactance with the ion 

concentration is not considered and all of the electrical components in the circuit are 

considered as pure resistors for this alarm system. When the ion concentration 

increases in the water, the conductivity of the water increases, leading to the decrease 

of resistance between electrodes of sensor. The output voltage (VLED) on the LED is 

defined: 

 �()* =
���+

���+��,-�,./
�0 (8) 

where Rfix is the resistance of the fixed resistor, Rsensor is the resistance of the sensor, 

and V0 is the output voltage of the RD-TENG with the load resistance of (Rfix+Rsensor). 

Although the output voltage of the RD-TENG decreases as the increase of the ion 
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concentration in the water, the value is still much higher than the threshold of a 

commercial LED. Therefore, the voltage on the LED still increased as the ion 

concentration increases in the water. To study the reliability of the self-powered 

sensing alarm system, we performed the alarming experiments for several times. After 

each cycle of experiment, we rinsed the ion concentration sensor and replaced the 

water in the beaker with fresh ultra-pure water. Then, we repeated the experiment 

again. Every time, we measured the peak output voltage on the LED. The peak 

voltage vs. time was plotted, as depicted in Figure 4e. It shows that the peak voltage 

on the LED is consistently lower than the threshold voltage (1.4 V) of the LED before 

the addition of NaCl solution, while the peak voltage on LED is always higher than 

the threshold after the addition of NaCl solution. Hence, the self-powered sensing 

alarm system exhibits excellent reliability. Currently, most foundries follow the 

standard guides given by American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) for pure 

water in electronics and semiconductor industries. Various and detailed limits are 

defined for pure water with respect to the line width of the devices. Table S1 shows 

some requirements of the pure water with different levels in the electronics and 

semiconductor industries. A typical criterion of the pure water in electronic-grade 

industry is the concentration of certain ions. For example, the concentration of sodium 

and chloride should be both lower than 1000 µg/L, corresponding to 2.86×10-5 mol/L 

and 4.35×10-5 mol/L, respectively. Therefore, the reported self-powered ion 

concentration sensing system based on RD-TENG demonstrates the capability of on-

line monitoring the water quality with a high sensitivity (1×10-5 mol/L), which fully 

satisfies the requirements in industry. 

3. Conclusion 
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In summary, the RD-TENG driven self-powered sensing system for on-line 

monitoring of ion concentration in water was proposed. This new sensing strategy can 

convert the mechanical energy from flowing water in pipeline to electrical energy to 

power a sensing alarm system, realizing high sensitivity, low cost and low external 

consumption. Both RD-TENG and ion concentration sensor are designed and 

manufactured based on the industrial PCB technology, which gives the possibility to 

integrate them together for further simplification. The output voltage of the RD-

TENG shows an independence on rotation speed, where the open-circuit is 210 V. At 

the working rotation speed (around 100 rpm), the impedance of the sensor in the 

water can be simply considered as a pure resistance. The relationship between the 

peak output voltage of the RD-TENG and the ion concentration was studied and the 

sensor showed excellent responsibility. A demonstration of self-powered sensing 

alarm system is successfully presented. The change of ion concentration with only 

1×10-5 mol/L can light up an alarm LED and excellent reliability of the measurement 

was verified. Furthermore, improvements can still be taken to enhance the 

performance of the self-powered system, such as the interdigitated-electrode structure 

for higher sensitivity and proper coating of the electrodes for better selectivity. 

4. Experimental 

4.1 Structure Dimensions and Fabrication of RD-TENG. The fabrication of the 

RD-TENG is based on the mature industrial PCB manufacturing technology. For the 

stator, two copper segments with interdigitated structure were patterned on the PCB. 

The radially interdigitated copper segments have diameters of 176 mm and 184 mm, 

respectively. A PTFE thin film, treated by plasma reaction ion etching (RIE) process 

for enhancing the surface charge density, was coated on the copper electrodes. For the 

rotator, radial copper segments with a central angle of 1.5° and a thickness of ~70 µm 
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was patterned on the PCB. For both stator and rotator, PCB was adhered to a stack of 

acrylic (Polymeric Methyl Methacrylate) sheets to strengthen the structure. A motor 

was utilized to drive the rotator and the rotator and stator are aligned coaxially in 

operation. 

4.2 Fabrication of Ion Concentration Sensor. The fabrication started from a 

circuit board substrate cladded by copper. The next step is the drilling of holes in the 

substrate for Sub-Miniature-A (SMA) connector. Then, the entire surface, including 

the inside of the holes, of the circuit board was metalized. Proper photolithography 

process was carried out to pattern the circuit board. The conducting lines and sensing 

pads were formed. Afterwards, the surface of the circuit board was covered by solder 

mask lacquer for insulation. Only holes and sensing areas were exposed. The last step 

was gold immersion to deposit a gold thin film on the surface of sensing pads. 

4.3 Impedance Measurements. The impedance of the sensor with different ion 

concentration was measured under the impedance analyzer (WK, 6500B). 0.1 mol/L 

NaCl, Na2SO4, CaCl2, CuCl2 and FeCl3 solution were prepared and five 

measurements under different frequencies (10 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 

kHz) were conducted. Initially, the sensor was connected with the impedance analyzer 

with a coaxial cable. A beaker filled with ultra-pure water (150 mL) was positioned 

on a magnetic stirrer, for accelerating the mixing, and the sensing area of the sensor 

was immersed in the ultra-pure water. The prepared ion solution was added into the 

ultra-pure water drop by drop (15 µL). A low-level AC driving signal was applied to 

the sensor, resistance, capacitance and impedance were directly read from the 

impedance analyzer in real time.  

4.4 Electrical Measurements. The electrical measurements of the sensing system 

were carried out to study the output voltage of the RD-TENG when the sensor 
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immersed into water with different ion concentration. A source meter (Keithley 6514) 

was utilized to measure the output voltage. The source meter was connected to a 

laptop through a data acquisition card (National Instruments, BNC-2110) and a 

customized data acquisition system based on Labview platform was used to collect 

the voltage and current signals. 
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Research Highlights 

· Both the ion concentration sensor and the RD-TENG are designed and fabricated based 

on PCB techniques.  

· The open-circuit voltage and the short-circuit current of the RD-TENG can reach up to 

210 V and 112 µA, respectively.  

· The frequency dependence of the impedance matching effect was studied experimentally.  

· Change of 1×10-5 mol/L ion concentration can be monitored by the proposed sensing 

system.  


